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Abstract
Of the questions I ask myself concerning the making of a painting, the one that continues to
drive the work is this - where do the facilities and properties of technique in paint handling
meet the action and then final experience of the painting? In the attempt to answer this
question I have made work from the building up of my life. I have dug out from the memories of
childhood and the metamorphosis of fictions into personal realities. I have added new
movements and marks and built abstractions in the dark. I have painted slowly and precisely
and I have painted fast and without direction. In this essay I will try and lay out as best I can the
process I take when painting, from raw material to sitting and looking. Along the way I hope to
make clear my decision making and highlight the importance of holding on to both confidence
and vulnerability. The hope would be that as I work the thoughts that lead the way start to one
by one leave the room until no one is left, freeing up the space to let the material flow and
something else to enter in.

1. The vulnerable painting. FGM w/Burger (FOR VISUAL REFERENCE PAGE 10)
The vulnerable painting is done last. I want to start off confidently. Confidence and
vulnerability sit opposite each other. I start by seeing an image and considering the
ways to paint it. It is uncomfortable to paint vulnerably. The confidence of knowing how
a painting should be made gets me to the studio. It gets me through those first moves
and first applications of color and line. Even before that, there is the momentum of
confidently building the panel and stretching the canvas and priming. Making the
surface smooth. This all serves the image but also gives me time to live confidently in
the building of the painting. There is no vulnerable work being done with sealing tape
edges and coloring between the lines. Up until this point I know how it will look and the
hand becomes a filtered applicator that could have been performed by anyone with the
right set of instructions. The hamburger and Fairy Godmother embodies the difference
of confidence and vulnerability. They are made with the same tool, an airbrush, and
made with the same paints. It becomes the vulnerable painting because of the different
ways it was made. It's important for me to become comfortable in painting vulnerably
because of the idea of freedom. If I have a well of techniques at my disposal I can
believe that I have freedom in the studio. I can rely on these ways of painting when I'm
confronted with problems in the work. I may get to the point where I have an answer
and process that could solve every painting problem I have. But still even when I get
there I could miss the point. This is the importance of leaving some vulnerability to take
hold and drive the work. Who knows if it will work.
2. FootJoy (page 11)
Are you a switch hitter? Can you adapt to the situation at hand and do you believed that
you are the sum of your past experiences? The sliding man here is wearing a glove that
says foot joy. You could be working out a way to live, really get down to the nitty gritty
of how a person should be and get there and still hate yourself. This was the middle of a
triptych that now stands alone in this deck of paintings. It gets the addition of a tool that
I use in my studio often. The larger than life sand paper gives a glance at the process of
ground building and preparation that usually goes unnoticed or covered up. I had done
a disservice to the model here and perhaps even pushed it further into disgrace by
chopping him up and sanding him half away. But I relived the experience of sliding and
kicking up the dust on the baseball field. I felt the hurt of my belt buckle digging into my
hip bone and the chalky sand drying out my lips and tongue and eyes. I can try and
erase these feelings but there’s no question they will remain as impressions and scars
on my skin and in my body. Even when the material is sanded away it is kicked up into
the air and settles down somewhere else.
3. ON DECK TWO IS HEAVIER. (page 12)
It's a big joke. You can take swing after swing and you
can add weight but you're just never going to catch up to that low and away 95 mile an
hour two seamer. I'm sorry, you're not. Or I know that I won't. It's all just a great

posturing. The doughnuts make your bat heavier, the spitting on your bare hands to add
grip mixed with a little chewing tobacco and pine tar won’t help you either. It's the
campy performative part of the game that seems to never get talked about. The same
goes for the arts and painting. If you can’t make something good, make something big
and definitely make it look hard. That’s my advice. If you can intimidate your peers,
maybe you will convince them that you're something special. But I'll know that you
really are just padding your resume. Anyone can look impressive when they are
standing on their little deserted island. Here's some advice: when in the on deck circle
don’t think about how you are being viewed. Instead, watch. Watch the pitcher and get
timed up. Once you get in the box you'll know what's coming and maybe you'll have a
chance.
4. My Tools (page 13)
Getting yourself the right set of tools is a difficult thing. Do I need a scroll saw? No. Do
I want one? You bet. Do I want my own large format flatbed UV printer? Fuck yes are
you kidding. I could send my image files to the computer, load in my beautifully primed
canvas, turn it on and go for a drink, confidently. I'd come back to a finished painting.
These images were made from a gel based ink jet transfer. I had to track down a video
from an old youtube clip to a library in rural Pennsylvania and then get an external
harddrive to make these prints. It took about a month and it was worth it. I found that
the limitation of my tool basket opened me up to discovering even more uses for prints
in painting. If you want to learn the technique, find the quick way first and then find the
right way after you've realized the quick way never works. Fail first though, it's
frustrating and a waste of time. Buy the expensive tool if you can though, or at least not
the cheapest. Makes my life easier.
5. Francesca’s Ladder (page 14)
I'm just trying to climb that corporate ladder baby. Let's do it together. You hold the
bottom and support me. I'll do the same for you if you ever make it up here. I'm going
to ask you to help out just one more time when I'm eventually thrown from grace, the ol
pump and dump. Help me get down too. I'll bring you a souvenir. Leaving a bit of the
archive of how you got there is the important thing here. It was an honor to get and see
the Unfinished: Thoughts left visible show at the Met a few years back. Titan’s eyes
were shot, Neel’s model died. I cried. There was something so unslick about the work. I
felt the privilege of being let into their worlds.
6. Its Musty (page 15)
Hold on to your hats for this one folks it's going to be a saucy ride. Tell me you like roller
coasters and put your hands up. We are just having fun with this one. Ask me about
color choice and I'll tell you about one of my favorite books as a child, Mouse Paint.
They tricked me into learning about color theory with the help of some cute mice. There
was a moment working on this deck of trading card paintings where I noticed I had
been painting the things of baseball, the helmets, the jerseys, the ball, and none of the

action. It took me by surprise as someone who much more enjoys playing than
watching. I had become a spectator of the sport and in turn of my painting. The crafted
image in my head was taking control and I was left taking instruction in my work. This
had to change, I needed to play. Nothing gave me more enjoyment than spending hours
sanding down my ash block. Could it become the perfect mustard squeeze? It's even
attached using a removable dowel rod system so if you're feeling like ketchup one day
you can change it out. You one of those freaks that does mayo? We can make that
work too.
7. Caught lookin’ (page 16)
A madcap medley of past and present. If only for a moment do we catch a bubble
before it bursts. It's a similar feeling when painting. After all the noise has gone to bed,
do I feel that I can make a decision about what to do next. It took a while for me to hone
in on a process of image choosing. On this one I dove into the bag of tricks and pulled
from it an old drawing. And by old I mean decades. A practice I have followed since I
first was given my very own drawing pad was to be lazy with them, unorganized and
unthorough. I never work front to back and I buy new notebooks and drawing pads
constantly before finishing the old ones. What happens is this accumulation of drawings
varying in everything from age to style and grace, allowing me to lace these varying
doodles in your noodles. I get to make moves with all the versions of me and all of my
styles. Looking for a specific drawing I remember takes me across dozens of notebooks
and along the way I stumble upon ham-fisted baseball diamonds that were once lost.
That happens here most clearly.
8. Here’s another hit. (page 17)
You know I find myself asking these two questions often.
1 - “What’s being hidden?”
2 - “What’s really going on?”
It's like now when I look at an A-frame house. All I see is a house that's been sinking to
its eaves and decided to stop at the gutters. What's underneath that roof? What’s
hidden underground. This painting is an exercise and then execution of that question.
What can be ground and image? Where can these often gabbed truths fool around. I
reason they can be in an unhidden tape line showing the relic of an action. They can
fool around on thick and thin paint surfaces, opaque and transparent. Is the man you
see before your eyes a traitor to the game or the most heralded hitter in the sport? He
has not been left in the numbers of baseball datamining yet he will never be in the HOF.
After a particularly eye opening studio visit one day last year I asked myself the
question; can a navel gazer see their own ass? I think this applies here and the answer
is no. I guess Barry shot himself in the foot by shooting himself in the ass all those
times. All this and he is still one of the most beautiful players to look at. I wonder if I
could have sussed out a few more layers there. On to the next!
9. Draw that line (page 18)

A favorite part of my brief encounter playing the game of baseball was preparing the
field. Raking and mowing and especially chalking the foul lines and batters box. The
lining of the field scratched my incredibly based desire for the satisfying. You see it
thousands of times a year, the most beautiful superstition in sport, not stepping on the
foul line when walking on and off the field. There is respect for the line, for the grounds
crew, for the prettiness of the game. But as beautiful as the chalked lines are, the dust
plumes of a bang bang play at home that scuffs the pristine edges are worth seeing too.
It's Impossible to decide which is more me. Like the ground of a baseball field that gets
made and unmade, a studio floor evolves. What's left on the field are the memories of
the game, what's left on the floor of a studio is a topographical echo. I worked as a
superintendent and studio assistant for many years. I have painted and repainted
thousands of square feet of studio floors. (Best color: Benjamin Moore Platinum Gray
HC-179. They call it “A classic mid-tone gray that provides a clean canvas for bold
décor.”) I couldn't agree moore Benjamin. The history that is left behind, covered up
with layer upon layer of floor paint leaves me with something. I'm not entirely sure.
Maybe it's that feeling of when I was let into the worlds of the artists shown in the
Unfinished met show. It's not always beautiful but that's what I love. I've seen razor
blades, tons of change, chopsticks, q-tips and tacks. Rather large spills of oil medium
that stain and change the sheen of the next coat. Drips turn into drops turn into bumps
turn into trip hazards. And I'm here for all of it. I can see it all and I wonder when the
room will start to feel smaller. After the 10th coat? I'm not sure. I had the chance to
repaint the studio I was given in my second year at grad school. I knew the painter that
had worked in the studio before. I had seen many if not all of her paintings she had
made in that studio. Once the studio was mine I chose not to repaint the floors. I liked
looking down and seeing what material did not make it to the canvas. I could remember
yellows in her paintings and I can see them now, on my floor, under my feet.
10. Cardinal + Foot (page 19)
“True love will find you in the end
You’ll find out just who was your friend
Don’t be sad, I know you will
But don’t give up until
True love will find you in the end
This is a promise with a catch
Only if you’re looking can it find you
‘Cause ture love is searching too
But how can it recognize you
If you don’t step out into the light, the light
Don’t be sad I know you will

Don’t give up until
True love will find you in the end”
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